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Detectives Joseph Marra and Ronan O'Connor are investigating the brutal murder of Ronan's wife, Camilla, in Salem, Massachusetts. In a town where nearly every past resident is a murder suspect, it is up to the detectives to figure out who committed the crime. In order to do so, they need
to become the suspect themselves, collecting clues while exploring the town, reading the minds of the living, investigating the case of the missing girl, and interacting with the spirits of the dead. Where the traditional police investigation left off, Murdered: Soul Suspect gets you into the

mind of the killer... in an even more intimate way. Murdered: Soul Suspect is a dark detective thriller with a supernatural twist: the mystery you are solving is your own murder from the afterlife. Play as Ronan OConnor, a Salem police detective with a checkered past, whose life is brought to
an untimely end by a brutal killer. Trapped in a limbo world called Dusk, he is unable to find peace until he can bring his killer to justice. Using his new-found supernatural abilities, Ronan is free to explore the town of Salem, Massachusetts, from his shadowy afterlife. Unable to

communicate with the detectives on his case, Ronan must read the minds of the living, influencing their thoughts and actions. As part of his investigation, he must interrogate the ghosts of Salems past citizens to piece together the puzzle, while battling demonic spirits to save his soul and
uncover the shocking truth about who is responsible for his death. Free Download Murdered: Soul Suspect full pc game setup also crack exe file here mediafire google drive mega links full speed zip rar direct download link Murdered: Soul Suspect is a dark detective thriller with a

supernatural twist: the mystery you are solving is your own murder from the afterlife. Play as Ronan OConnor, a Salem police detective with a checkered past, whose life is brought to an untimely end by a brutal killer. Trapped in a limbo world called Dusk, he is unable to find peace until he
can bring his killer to justice.
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